Cuba’s
Isolate
Treasure

In Spanish, Castillo de los Tres Reyes Magos del Morro, is
named after the three biblical magi. The iconic 16th century
fort guards Havana’s port entrance. Morro translates to
“promontory,” as the rock cliff, castle walls, and tower have
served as a navigational landmark for centuries.

Part One of a salty

voyage from Florida to Havana, Cuba.
STORY & PHOTOGRAPHY BY JIM LESHAW & FAMILY

“Buenas tardes.”

Those were the first words we heard as our 34-foot PDQ powercat, Thing 1 Thing 2, was
greeted by the Tropas Guarda Fronteras upon our arrival to Marina Hemingway on the outskirts
of Havana. My crew consisted of my sons, Nico (16) and Andy (14), and my wife, Cuqui, and we
were ready to explore all the island had to offer.
Nautical charts do not accurately reflect the distance between Key West and Havana. I’m not
referring to the 90 linear miles that separate the two cities, but to the regulatory hurdles that
must be overcome before making this otherwise straightforward trip. On the U.S. side, Coast
Guard permits, Office of Foreign Asset Control licenses, and Bureau of Industry and Shipping
permits must be obtained before undertaking a Cuban cruise. To add to the bureaucratic fog, many
insurance companies will not cover you or your boat while in Cuba, many U.S. communications
devices will not work, and, unless you make your own potable water, water needs to be purified
before being put into your tank—and so on. The journey, however, is well worth the hassle.
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Cuba is a country of startling contrasts, starting with capital city
Havana and its anachronistic 1950s-era cars and tourist-friendly
attitudes. The Cuban countryside is another matter, however, where
tourists rarely venture and the need for a despacho (official permission)
before going ashore or making/breaking an anchorage is required at
all times. Cruising Cuba is like combining two trips in one: There is
the culture, history, and intrigue of Cuba, with the near-Hollywood
romance of Havana, beautiful Caribbean water, and pristine beaches.
Then there are the uninhabited islands and stretches you would
expect to find in the most remote Bahamian out-islands.
Our original plan had been to spend a few days in Marina
Hemingway, then cruise west along the north coast to Cabo San
Antonio and continue on to Maria la Gorda at the western tip.
After that we would steam to Isla Juventud to see at least a piece
of the south side of the island. There was so much to see and do,
that we ultimately had to make the decision at Maria la Gorda to
return to Florida via the Dry Tortugas.

CLEARING MARINA HEMINGWAY

We left Key West at about 0530 in 15-knot winds. After clearing the
channel, we turned Thing 1 Thing 2’s bow to 209° for the 96-mile run
to Marina Hemingway. Unlike a trip to the Bahamas where sightings
of other vessels are both inevitable and common, we encountered
only a single pleasure boat and a smattering of cargo ships, most of
which appeared to be heading west of Cuba. The isolation of the
Florida Straits seemed a good metaphor for the historically strained
relationship between the United States and Cuba.
We saw the outline of Havana from about 14 miles away. At 12
miles, we radioed Marina Hemingway to advise them of our entry
into Cuban waters. No response. We continued on and radioed
again on Channel 16 to advise of our arrival as we entered the
channel. This time they responded promptly and professionally
in perfect English. The voice on the radio directed us to the
Guarda Fronteras dock where two uniformed soldiers helped us
tie up along the sea wall. They were pleasant and friendly, which
we would soon learn to be a recurring theme.
As the procession began, the first person to board was a doctor.
He was just as polite and professional as the border guards as he
asked questions, took our temperatures, filled out paperwork, and
departed. Next up were two soldiers who looked at our passports
and documentation, and took an inventory of our electronics
and machinery. How many engines do you have? Model and
horsepower? Outboard motors and dinghies? How many VHF
radios? Fixed or portable? GPS? Satellite communications
equipment? After filling out the paperwork, they asked us to
go into an office where they took our pictures and scanned
our passports. We were then given our official despacho, which
permitted us to formally enter Cuba via Marina Hemingway.
We were told that we would need to present the despacho
to obtain another despacho, which authorized our removal of
the boat from the marina once we decided to leave. We would
learn that this process would repeat itself each time we moved
the boat, including remote anchorages where a member of the
Guarda Fronteras would eerily learn of our arrival and show up
in a commandeered fishing boat—complete with a fisherman or
two—to assist with the operation.
After completion of these formalities, we were told we would
be given a dock assignment after the dockmaster finished his
lunch. Upon arrival in our assigned space along the seawall
(there are no slips), we were greeted by the dockmaster and
electrician, who hooked up our shore power. Next were two
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agricultural inspectors who gave us a piece of paper outlining
customs import regulations—what can and cannot be brought
into the country. For example, no fresh eggs are allowed, but
liquid eggs are okay. No fresh chicken, but frozen is fine.
When they were finished, they explained that we were
permitted to tip them at “no obligation.” Having just arrived in
Cuba, I was not sure whether it was safe to tip a government
official. I held out one CUC (Cuban Convertible Currency
worth the equivalent of $1USD) but requested a receipt before
releasing the money. After an awkward moment in which I
had apparently insulted the inspectors by offering them local
currency, they declined the offer and informed me that they
also accept American dollars. This, after the other people who
boarded the boat had declined to accept even a cold soda. Total
time for the whole process was about an hour, so no harm done
in the grand scheme. Other than the dockmaster, it came as no
surprise that very little English was spoken. My wife, who grew
up in Colombia, and both our boys speak Spanish, which helped
immeasurably during our trip.
Marina Hemingway is one of only six official entry points
through which all foreign pleasure boats must pass upon entering
the country. Located about nine miles west of Havana, Marina
Hemingway consists of four parallel canals (Canals 1 through
4) with concrete seawalls at the top and large rocks protruding
from the bottom. The boats in the marina included a variety of
power and sail boats, ranging from about 35 feet into the 150foot range. Hailing ports included the United States, Canada, and
Europe, as well as flags of convenience on some of the larger
yachts. Cuban boats are not allowed in Marina Hemingway. The
only exception was a small speedboat with a 55-gallon drum
strapped to the bow, which had returned after an apparently
failed one-way trip to Florida.

FIRST NIGHT

Above: Most taxis in Havana are American classics painted in bright colors, and tend to be favorite attractions for nostalgic tourists. Left: Thing 1
Thing 2 moored at the Guarda Fronterra dock at Marina Hemingway. This is the first stop for any cruiser entering the country. Our experience with
Cuban Customs was quick, pleasant and painless. Right: My wife and me at the Palador in Jaimanitas overlooking Marina Hemingway.

After tying up and getting situated, we went to one of the bars
inside the marina where I had my first Cuban beer—a Buccanero.
It cost $1. Looking over the bar menu I saw that the cost of
locally distilled rum ranged anywhere from $0.50 to $1.
The next stop was a short walk to Jaimanitas, a small town
near the marina. We asked a local for a dining recommendation
and were directed through a series of alleys and small streets to
Restaurante Santi, a good-size restaurant overlooking a small
“marina” that housed the local fishing fleet. Boats here ranged from
12 to 25 feet, some of which had motors but many did not. The
restaurant specialized in seafood, so we ordered ceviche, jamon de
pez (mashed fish with the distinct taste of SPAM), and a piece of
grilled fish. Also on the menu was sushi, sashimi, and stone crabs.
Dinner for four, including beer and wine, came to $51.

TO HAVANA

The next morning we had breakfast aboard Thing 1 Thing 2
and walked to Avenida Quinta, the main street just outside the
Marina, and waved down a 1955 Chevy, already carrying a single
passenger, for our ride to Old Havana. The old section of Havana
is full of beautiful buildings which, for the most part, have not
been painted or maintained since the late 50s. The people
were friendly and directed us to the various sites or suggested
alternative attractions or routes. I noticed that unlike many of
the other Caribbean islands we visited over the years, the locals
generally sported a full set of teeth, a tribute to Cuba’s wellregarded universal healthcare system. Maps of Havana are not
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Above: View of Havana from the other side of the Harbor. Top Left: A house in the countryside. Bottom Left: Standard custom: Getting checked
out by the doctor upon our arrival at Marina Hemingway. Right: Cuban taxi stand in Havana Vieja, which is the oldest part of the capitol city.

readily available, so I was happy to have downloaded map.me, a
free GPS-based app with offline maps of Cuba.
As you’ve seen in photographs, Cuban automobiles are primarily
1950s-era American cars and trucks, as well as boxy Soviet cars
from the 80s. The vast majority of cars are used as taxis, and are
more often than not shared by multiple riders. Fares are negotiated
rather than metered. Other vehicles included three-wheeled
scooters and non-motorized bicycle rickshaws (also used as taxis),
as well as a fleet of horse and buggy delivery vehicles.
We walked around Old Havana and saw the capitol, some of
the more famous museums and hotels, and what appeared to
be a typical residential neighborhood. Many of the homes are
plain, modest apartments in what were once beautiful buildings.
Most were open to the street due to the lack of air conditioning.
My favorite stop was the Museo de la Revolucíon. Housed in
the pre-Revolution presidential palace, the museum is a tribute
to Fidel, Che, Raul (to a lesser degree), and other leaders of the
Revolution. The highlight of the museum is the Rincon de los
Cretinos (Cretin’s Corner), which holds life-size effigies of Cuban
president Batista, as well other anti-revolutionary luminaries such
as U.S. Presidents Ronald Reagan and George W. Bush.
Choices for meals in Havana include either a privately owned
restaurant called a paladar, which is now legal in Cuba, or a
government-owned restaurant where the locals eat. Quality and
variety at the paladares varies significantly, and prices here are not
always inexpensive. State-owned restaurants tend to be no-frill affairs
with less variety (eggs, bread, rice, and beans) and lower pricing. A
pan con tortilla (egg sandwich), or rice and beans, for example, will
cost around $.25. These restaurants are obviously not geared toward
tourists, so bottled water or processed drinks are not available.
After lunch we took the ferry ($.04 per person) to Casa Blanca
where we tried to walk to El Castillo del Morro, the iconic 16th
century fort that guards Havana’s port entrance. A testament
to the relative lack of tourism even in Cuba’s largest city, there
were no other tourists on the ferry and no signs directing us
to El Morro. After walking about an hour in the heat, climbing
centuries-old steps (hundreds of the steepest stairs I have ever
climbed), walking across fields, and not seeing a single person,
we arrived at the back entrance to a huge fort overlooking the
harbor. We later learned that we had arrived at La Cabaña, an 18th
Century fort used by Che Guevara as his military headquarters,
rather than our intended destination of El Morro.
Exhausted after our first day in Havana, we climbed back down to
the ferry—this time via a road—and returned to Havana. We flagged
down a 1953 Dodge, which my kids dubbed “the Batmobile”
because of its black paint, to take us back to Marina Hemingway.
Upon our return, we saw a flotilla of boats that had arrived from
Texas via Key West. They were part of the Texas Mariners Cruising
Association. We spoke to their commodore, Jerry Simoneaux, who
explained that they had arranged an educational trip with the
Havana Yacht Club where they are teaching a seminar in Cuba on
how to cruise from Texas to Cuba. They were also made honorary
members of the Havana Yacht Club. Most of the boats had come
all the way from Houston, but at least one, a 50-foot Fountaine
Pajot powercat, was bareboat chartered from Key West. I saw a
number of identical boats around Marina Hemingway, which, in
my mind, indicates the coming popularity of chartering to Cuba.

A TRIP TO CUBA’S INTERIOR

The next morning, our ad hoc driver Victor and the Batmobile
were waiting on standby to make our excursion to Viñales, our
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only trip to the interior of the country. We drove approximately
two hours from Marina Hemingway along the shore road past
Marièl, then onto the highway followed by a series of paved
country farm roads. Viñales is an agricultural area in the Pinar
del Rîo Province and is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage
Site because of its landscape and traditional agricultural methods.
In Viñales, we toured a tobacco drying house where we were
told that 90 percent of the tobacco is sold to the government and
the other 10 percent is left over for the workers and their families.
From there we went to see a prehistoric mural where the kids
also rode an ox.
Then, it was on to La Cueva de los Indios where we took a
guided tour through the caves, then a short boat ride through
an underground river that ran the length of the caves. We had
a nice lunch of lamb stew, fried chicken, beer, and flan at a
paradilla behind a farm house in La Candelaria. We were the
only customers and had a nice chat with the owner who was
anxious to hear about the United States and Florida.
While we enjoyed our time in Viñales, the highlight was the
drive there and back. It was on that drive that we got our first
view of Cuba outside Havana. The countryside reminded us of
the many small towns we had seen in Latin America over the
years. The houses and people also looked very similar and we
could easily have been in the mountains of Colombia.
The highway and the secondary roads were not pristine but
were in far better condition than many of the roads we had
traveled in Latin America or the Caribbean. It was a series of
contrasts. There were numerous signs along the road espousing
the Revolution, complete with pictures of Che and messages
from Fidel. We did not see a single sign that referenced Raul.
There was not a lot of traffic on the roads save for commerce,
including trucks, horses and carriages carrying cargo, and taxis.
Interestingly, the main highway doubles as a landing field in
times of war, and there are long, straight sections of highway
with cutouts to pull aircraft off the road.
Our Dodge ran well with its Soviet-built diesel engine, though
we were told that parts were expensive and hard to find. This
became apparent when we ran into a heavy rain storm along the
road and realized the car had only a single, functional windshield
wiper. Fortunately it was on the driver’s side.
Armed with a rag for cleaning the passenger side of the
windshield, we proceeded on through the storm. There was
also only a single hand crank for the windows, which we passed
around to close all the windows as the storm hit.
During the return trip to Marina Hemingway Victor told us
that his stepfather and half brother live in the United States. He
mentioned that he would like to visit them, but is not interested
in staying in the U.S.. He was equally uninterested in discussing
politics, which was less typical of the people we met.
We returned to Marina Hemingway and readied the boat for
our morning departure and the beginning of our cruise to the
more remote and unexpected parts of Cuba’s northern coast. We
would learn that the rest of Cuba is another world from Havana,
or even Viñales. n
Editor’s Note: This is part one of a three-part story of one family’s
discovery of Cuba, from exploring the famous capital city of Havana, to
anchoring in the most remote reaches of the island’s northwest coastline.
Follow along as author Jim Leshaw and family clear the bureaucratic
hurdles necessary in order to explore this unique Caribbean island so
newly open to U.S. cruisers.
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